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Veteran, Vintage & Classic Vehicle Insurance
1800 646 605
Finding the right kind of insurance can be hard, especially when you own a rare and valuable vehicle
that has unique insurance needs.
There are a number of things you should consider when looking for insurance for your special vehicle.
Make sure the policy has an Agreed Value option. This allows you to include extras such as any work
that has been done to restore or improve its condition, that wouldn’t usually be considered in a
standard market value.
The option of Salvage retention is especially important for owners of veteran, vintage or classic
vehicles, as this feature allows owners to keep the wreck after an accident as a potential to rebuild or
a source of parts. Please review conditions of this carefully as with some insurers there is an extra
cost involved or the vehicle has to be of a certain age.
Many restorers of veteran, vintage or classic vehicles require cover for vehicles under restoration.
Make sure your vehicle is covered on and off the road. Other policy features such as choice of repairer are also worth considering.
The most important thing to remember is to always read your policy documents and weigh up all the
pros and cons, financial or otherwise, because only you can decide what cover is best for your
vehicle.

NRMA Insurance will take as much care of your classic vehicle as you do.
Our Veteran, Vintage and Classic Vehicle Insurance policy is designed for vehicles used for hobby
and recreational purposes and includes cover up to the agreed value, faultless excess and retention
of salvage after an accident (for vehicles manufactured prior to 31/12/1980).
As a bonus, you may be eligible for NRMA Traveller Care, at no extra cost for vehicles over 15 years
of age that break down more than 100kms from home within Australia. This gives you extra help if
you run into problems away from home, and provides accommodation, car rental and an extended
towing service. Subject to certain conditions.
Give us a call on 1800 646 605 or visit our website at www.nrma.com.au to discuss your vehicle’s
insurance needs.
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Runs 2014
Contact : Craig Downes - 0409 779 430 or Col Money 0418 696 830 for information on runs and to let them know if you might be
going. Items in RED are yet to be finalized as to exact date / time. For Coffee Runs contact Mike Sidney 0434 023 815 for dates &
times. If there are ANY runs you might like to go to, PLEASE don’t hesitate to Call Craig or Col for info

November 3
November 16
November 23

Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM
The MOPAR RUMBLE - Sydney International Dragway, Eastern Creek
Christmas Extravaganza - See Flyer - B.Y.O DRINKS

December 1st

General Meeting - 8.00 PM

Stuff To Fill A Blank Spot In The Magazine.......
We received an email from “Ben Packer” who wrote “I am the son-in-law of Derek Birkin and the custodian of a blue R
series which was once owned by the late Chris Crakanthorp.
I don’t have any of the original books for this car, but was interested to know more about it’s early history in terms of owners,
place of origin (possibly Mittagong but not sure) and the dealership it was sold from.
This is a long shot, but Derek suggested someone in the NSW may
know some history of the car. If you do I would welcome any information you may have. Please feel free to email me at :
Ben.Packer@heathgate.com.au
And from your Editor.......I was going through some pics of cars
I’ve owned, and came across this black S Series I had way back in
1988. I only had it a short while, and sold it to some young guys
(possibly Uni students).
Here’s the bad part - I can’t remember the body number, but the
number plate was CUO - 997. It had a red interior and was a manual 3 on the tree. In the photo, you can actually see a white S Series in the garage, which was to become my metallic blue S Series.
In any case, as improbable as it might be, I was curious if anyone
knew what became of it. P.morthen@bigpond.com

Peter

For more information on how we can help you and your VALIANT, contact Kimm on 4731 6445
We are at No. 10 Copeland Street Kingswood 2747, or send an email to kruizin@bigpond.net.au
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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President’s Message
Colin Kenny—Levick

Daylight Savings time is here. If you have cows to milk or curtains
susceptible to fading (J), maybe that isn’t such great news but if,
like me, it means getting home, getting out the Valiant and taking
run down to the Coffee Club at the river, kicking back with a few
nibbles and something cold to drink and watching passersby look in
awe at the old Valiant, then I can put up with the curtains
fading!.But down at the Coffee Club, I can’t hear what those patrons say but just watch them point out features or recall a memory to a younger companion.
A big thank you to all who have recently contributed to articles for our magazine. It is rare to have our
illustrious editor say he has articles he has to hold over until next issue. Amongst other things, this magazine is
a chronicle of your lives – the trials and tribulations of your journey with your early series Valiant (or Lancer)
and we love to read about them. I read all the articles with keen interest. We all learn some lessons or are able
to call you with tips from our own experiences. That is at the heart of what this club is about. It is our own
community of sharing and through our sheer numbers (along with those of our sister clubs in other states), it
allows us the opportunity to produce the parts that keep your car on the road and looking good.
Another big thank you for your early renewal of club dues. I know our treasurer, Warwick Nicklin, is always
happy to see the bank balance looking healthy. It allows us to provide the aforementioned services, and it
means that Sue Pulo can get the magazines to you without having to sort through who has paid and who
hasn’t.
Actually, speaking of Sue, she is the most unsung hero of this club and has been since its inception
(resurrection) in the 1986. The hard copy magazine you are holding in your hands is due to Sue’s efforts and all
the fine details are checked through by Sue. She carries with her an encyclopedia of information to our
meetings and can clarify any uncertainty by referring to her archives. Typically, she is dismissive of her
importance to us, but we would not be the club we are without her. Thank you Sue.
Just check out all the contributions in this issue. They are certainly a great read.
Enjoy your summer of motoring ahead! Before the current daylight savings season is through, we shall all meet
up at the Central Coast for the 6th National Rally.

Colin Kenny-Levick
President.

The 2015 R&S Series National Rally, is proudly supported by,

Veteran, Vintage & Classic
Vehicle Insurance

The R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Club Registered Cars Inspection Run.
By Paul McCurley
July 13th was the annual Inspection Run for cars on Concessional Registration. As usual, the venue was Lake Parramatta, however to mix things up a little Craig organised for everyone to meet up at Maroubra Beach for
breakfast first. We all gathered at the Pavilion Café,
where we got a prime position in front of the windows
overlooking the beach. The sun was shining, and the
waves were crashing in, but it was good to be inside out
of the wind. Nobody bothered to bring their swimming
gear, so we all watched as the brave (or should that be
silly?) locals swam and surfed.
We all enjoyed a lovely breakfast and coffees, before making our way out to the car park for some chat before
heading over to Lake Parramatta. We had Bob Nix, Chantal Sneddon, Craig Downes, Bob Thomsen and his son,
and Mike Benson in their S’s and Colin and Pamela Money, Charles Dimech and Bev Mullins and John and Sue
Pulo in their R’s, and me in the work ute. We all headed off towards Lake Parramatta, except for Chantal who

had other commitments, but was glad for a chance to catch up with everyone, as the club had briefly ventured
into her neighbourhood.
Upon arriving at Lake Parramatta we met up with Warwick and Jan Nicklin in their S, and Kathryn Williams and
Ajali made the journey down from the Central Coast in her S. Mike Benson arrived later with Michelle along for
the ride after Mike stopped by their home to pick her up.

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Once the formalities of paperwork were
sorted, we got down to some more
serious chatting, before everyone
decided to call it a day and headed off in
all directions of the compass to make
their way home.

Paul McCurley

Weddings “R” Us.
On Saturday 27th September, John & Sue Pulo's nephew,
Paul Hardy, married Claire Duggan at Glenbrook in the Blue
Mountains. The reception was held at the Mountain
Heritage Hotel, Katoomba.
And the wedding cars for the day - a great choice - John and
Sues 2013 Chrysler 300C (deep cherry red), and the ultimate
wedding car to outdo ALL wedding cars.....a 1962 Val in the
form of Johns 2 door “R” Series.
Many thanks to Cole Studios, Wollongong, for giving us
permission to use the magazine cover photo they took on
the big day.
Cole Studios, 4227 1710
www.colestudios.com.au

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Your R or S Valiant.....From The Beginning. Pt.3
By Ray Scott
I hope you enjoy Part 3, of this four part set, on the origins of our beautiful R&S series Valiants.

Virgil ‘Ex’ Exner
‘Ex’ - as he became known as throughout the motoring industry - was
born in Ann Arbor Michigan on 24th September 1909, and was adopted
by George and Iva Exner, as a baby.
‘Ex’ was a vehicle designer, most notably with Chrysler and Studebaker.
He is known for his ‘Forward Look’ designs on the 1955 - 1963 Chrysler
products, and his penchant for fins - for aerodynamic and aesthetic
purposes.
“Ex” displayed an interest in art and drawing motor vehicles, and
enrolled in an Art Course at the University of Notre Dame in Indiana.
However, due to a lack of funds was forced to drop out of the course.
He took a job as a helper at an art studio, specialising in advertising. In
1931 he married Mildred Eshelman, who also worked at the studio and
on 17 April 1933, along came their first son Virgil Exner Jr. ‘Ex’ was
promoted and now worked on advertisements for Studebaker. In 1940 the Exners had a second son Brian, who
died shortly after from injuries he sustained after falling from a window.
Ex’s first vehicle design job came when he was hired by Harley Earl at GM. Before his 30 th birthday, he was in
charge of styling at Pontiac.
In 1938, ‘Ex’ joined Loewy and Associates, an Industrial design firm, where he worked on World War II military
vehicles, Studebaker’s 1939 – 1940 models and advanced plans for post war vehicles. It seems ‘Ex’ struggled to
get the attention of his boss, Raymond Loewy, and theirs was an uncomfortable relationship. Studebakers
Engineering Vice President, Roy Cole, encouraged ‘Ex’ to work on designs privately at home, in case the
relationship between Loewy and Studebaker soured.
In 1944, things came to head and ‘Ex’ was fired from Loewy, and was immediately picked up by Studebaker in
South Bend, Indiana. While here, he designed the acclaimed 1949 Studebaker Starlight Coupe. Raymond Loewy
received the accolades because of the prestige that came with his name, ‘Ex’ is listed as the sole inventor on the
design patent. Rivalry and tensions between Loewy and ‘Ex’ again came to the surface. Then Studebaker
engineering chief, Roy Cole, made personal introductions for ‘Ex’ at Ford and Chrysler.
In 1949 ‘Ex’ commenced work in Chrysler’s
Advanced Styling Division, where he worked
with Cliff Voss and Maury Baldwin. ‘Ex’ also
worked with Luigi Segre from the Italian car
firm, Carrozzeria Ghia S.P.A. The two
developed a great relationship that
extended through the 1950’s, which
produced the Chrysler Ghia designed 1952
concept Chrysler K-310 (pictured right).
Chrysler’s of the 1940’s and early 1950’s
were considered boxy and out of date,

compared to other cars on offer. When ‘Ex’ arrived at Chrysler, he set about wresting responsibility for design
from the engineers. ‘Ex’ gained control of the design process, including clay models and dies necessary for
tooling, and is credited with designing the Dodge Firearrow (although this is disputed with credit also
attributed to Luigi Segre).
Over at GM, Harley Earl had incorporated small fins into the design of the 1948 Cadillac, inspired by the
Lockheed P-38 Lightning aircraft. This idea
caught the eye of ‘Ex’, and the incorporation of
fins was used by him in his designs and tested at
the University of Michigan. Fins became
synonymous with ‘Ex’ designs, and could be
found on the first cars for retail sale designed by
him, the 1955 Chrysler 300 series and Imperial.
Fins were instrumental in his Forward Design
look, along with accentuating the functional features of the car, showcasing the wheels, radiator grille, spare
tyre and lights. Of course other initiatives were lowering the roof line, extending the hood while reducing the
boot length, and the first use of curved glass. At this stage
Chrysler stole a march on Ford and GM, which caused
those two companies to play catch up with design. A
concept vehicle in this vein is the 1955 Chrysler Falcon.
In 1956, whilst designing the 1961 models, ‘Ex’ suffered a
heart attack, not returning to work until 1957, when he
commenced on the 1962 models. Based on a rumour GM
was reducing the size of their models, Chrysler President
Lester Colbert, ordered ‘Ex’ to reduce the size of his design
models. ‘Ex’ had completed the design of his 1962 models, disagreed with Colbert’s instruction and said “it
would make his cars ugly”. Associates downsized the models, which was not taken well by customers, with a
drop in sales. Meanwhile the rumour about GM downsizing turned out to be false. Needing a scapegoat, “Ex’
was fired by Chrysler, but retained as a consultant to allow him to retire with a pension at age 55.
The 1961 models were considered to be the last of the Forward Look designs, and ‘Ex’ considered the
downsized 1962 model Dodge and Plymouth as “plucked chickens”.
During his career, ‘Ex’ designed many concept cars. Some never saw the light of day and others were indeed
manufactured in limited number. One such vehicle was the XNR. In short, the XNR was mounted on a Valiant
chassis, albeit modified, with a steel body, 170ci slant six with hyper pak, producing over 250 h.p and capable
of over 150 mph. ‘Ex’ attempted to purchase this
car, unsuccessfully, and it was shipped from the
USA, to Italy. Since 1960 it has changed hands
may times and was most recently sold at auction,
2012, in the US for $935,000 U.S. Note the fins –
does the rear quarter remind you of anything?
‘Ex’ passed away on 22nd December 1973 at the
Royal Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak Michigan.

Ray Scott
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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The “Mini” Makeover.
By Pat Keane
I just got sick of it ..........every time I took the old Val out for a run, my eyes would always focus on the bad
spots. Things like bog breaking out in the dogleg, bird s**t spots on the roof, dings on the front mudguard,
etc.etc.) You know what I mean !!!
My first course of remedial action ? Call Col Money, and order replacement rear tail lights and front indicator
lenses. Then, discuss and buy reconditioned lower front repair sections also from Col.
Second remedial action...take the Valiant to local panel beater/spray painter recommended by my No.1 son,
discuss problems and agree on a “budget price” for repairs including painting. Leave the Val with panel beater
for about 3 weeks, deliver front repair sections for painting, at which time I agree to additional cost to respray
roof.
Third remedial action...pick up Val from painter, fit front repair
sections including new speed nuts, fit new lenses, obtain a 250 ml
jam jar of paint from painter and brush finish inner door frames
and other bits and pieces.
Fourth remedial action ....buff and polish paint work. LOOKS
GREAT. Then it’s off to C.O.T.M.......where someone remarked that
the rear blinker lenses need replacing (nitpicker!!!).
Final Action...get home and decide I can make new rear blinker
lenses myself. I obtained a scrap section of 3 mm amber perspex
from a mate. It turned out to be too difficult to fit lenses from the
inside of housing as per original, so they were fitted from the exterior and sealed with some Selleys All Clear. They look good, and if
you didn’t know better you’d think they were original.
I’m now a much happier Val man.
Many thanks to Col for the parts and advice.

Pat Keane.

Pat pictured with Grandson Paddy, at C.O.T.M earlier this year.
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Gotta Love Old Cars
By Mike Sidney
And so, with much trepidation, I went along to the C.M.C Eastern Creek
Display this year.
It was raining and I was sure the “R” had a little leak. Anyway, off I went
so as not to let the club down and powered along the freeway with no
problems. The rain got heavier & heavier when all of a sudden I noticed it
started dripping in from the very top of the windscreen rubber onto my
right knee.
This was not making me happy about my decision to attend the run.
“Keep going”, I thought ..... “I am nearly there” I thought. I turn off at
Wallgrove Road and forgot what 50 year old drum brakes are like in the
wet pushing the pedal and not much happening. Thankfully I made it
round the bend (at speed) - my jeans nearly wet for a totally different
reason.
I made it there in 1 piece, however I was soaked & ticked off that the car
was now full of water. I guess we all have those times where you cannot
put something off any longer - yes, it was time to take out the floor mats
and fix the rusty floor.

Mikes saturated right knee.

I bought POR paint for this job 5 yrs ago - the rust converter fell over in the box and ate the can. I bought a second tin 4 years ago and Paul stole it for his AP5, so third can lucky I reckon.
Out came the floor mats and they are still mostly in tact (thank you Lord). The under felt - although rotten in
places - was still the original with the factory cuts. I swear this car is a time capsule !! Overall the floor is not
too bad and only two pin holes. Coated with the POR it looks quite decent.
Col Money helped me seal the wind screen with a few litres of sealer. It’s not leaking from the top now, but
pouring in the door rubbers and some in the pillars. More investigation needed so stay tuned !!!

By Mike Sidney

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Latest Update on the McCurley “Makeover”. ?
By Paul McCurley
After completely stripping the floor back to bare metal and
repairing the few small rust holes, it was time to prepare it
for paint. The POR-15 paint comes with detailed
instructions on how to prep the surface. The interesting
part is that it is applied directly onto the bare metal surface
with no primer required. It is also able to be applied with a
brush, and self-levels leaving a finish almost like having
been sprayed on. I applied two coats to the floor and up the
inside of the firewall to the base of the windscreen. A tip to
anyone thinking of using POR-15 is to not get it on any bolt
threads. I got some on the threads of the bolts that come
through the firewall where the dash brackets attach.
Thinking that when I refitted the nuts it would cut through
the paint, I left the paint to dry, but when I went to attach
the dash brackets the nuts wouldn’t go back on. In fact they
were like badly seized rusted on nuts and when I tried to
reverse one back off the thread, it actually sheared the bolt
off, requiring the bolt to be punched out of the firewall
(they are spot welded in) and replaced.
Once the POR-15 had completely cured Col Money came
back around and sprayed the inside of the door and window pillars in the same special silver blend he had used
on the dash and door caps. He also painted the rear view mirror and sun visor pivots to match. When all the
paint had dried properly I went around all the body seams behind the firewall and inside the plenum chamber
with new sealant to ensure that no water would get in. I bought a pack of Dynamat insulation, and cut and
fitted the panels to as much of the inner firewall as I could to reduce to the noise and heat from the engine
bay. There was also enough to cover the transmission tunnel and front floor pan up to where the front seat
fits. It should make for a quieter ride once
everything is back together.
It was then time to start reassembling the
interior. I painted all the dash brackets, the
brake pedal bracket assembly, the wiper motor
bracket and wiper rods before reinstalling them.
They were originally installed without any paint
on them, so they looked untidy being covered in
light surface rust. They looked much better
painted. I cut a piece of sponge rubber and
fitted it between all the brackets and the
firewall, to dampen any vibrations and eliminate
rattles. The repainted dash was next to go in,
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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(Continued from page 12)

also fitted with sponge rubber at the bolt points along the windscreen channel, followed by the steering
column, which I had previously stripped and repainted. While it was apart I fitted a new steering shaft bearing
from PP&R, as the old one was worn. I also bought new rubber seals from the USA for the engine bay end of
the steering column tube where the steering shaft comes out, and around the steering column tube where it
mounts to the base plate. I fitted the new windscreen and rubber, with a lot of help from Colin Kenny-Levick.
The rear quarter windows were next to go in, with new rubbers from Rare Spares. These took a lot of fiddling
to get in, along with some help from Claire and a lot of swearing. Once all the glass was back in the car was
basically weatherproof again, so I started to reinstall the seats and carpets. I cut new underfelt panels and fitted them, along with the rear carpet and rear seat. I also refitted the front seat belts to the door pillars, along
with the new door seals I had purchased from America.
I was waiting for my motor trimmer friend to make me up a new firewall insulation pad, as the original
one from the car was long gone. Due to the fact I had installed Dynamat for insulation, the firewall panel was
basically only going to be cosmetic, so it would just be cut from bitumen board with a rubber strip sewn on as
per the factory part. I took the insulation panel from the ambulance shell and dropped it at his workshop, but
due to his paying customers insisted they get their jobs done he hadn’t gotten around to making my pad up. He
suggested I take the board and cut it myself, then bring it back in so he could sew the rubber on and wad
punch the holes. So I spent a few hours and traced the outline of the original panel onto the new bitumen

board, then with a sharp knife and a straight edge carefully cut out the shape of the panel. I had to cut the
curves very slowly and precisely, and also hand cut the holes from the centre of the panel where the
accelerator shaft and wiring harness go through the firewall. The factory insulation panel has a round punch
out piece had allows for the installation of a heater, but I didn’t bother to cut this out as my car doesn’t have a
heater and it just forms weak point in the panel. I then traced and cut out matching pieces from the leftover
underfelt, which I will glue onto the back of the board once the rubber is stitched on, to give a bit of extra
insulation from the engine bay heat and noise. This should also roughly match the thickness of the original
insulation panel.
With the interior now nearly back together and the garage space cleared where all the seats and carpets were
stored it is time to turn back to the engine. I have a new complete set of seals to install and an engine to

Paul McCurley

repaint before reinstalling it in the car.
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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There’s “audio-installs”, and then there’s AUDIO—INSTALLS !!!
By Bruce Bull
Installing a quality audio system is not just a case of spending a couple hundred bucks, sticking a “Yum Cha” head unit in,
and banging a couple of speakers on the parcel shelf. Installing a quality audio system takes a fair amount of planning ,
time, and requires at least some brand name equipment that is properly installed. Hopefully this article will help you if for some bizarre reason - you ( like me ) want to install a high end, competitive audio - visual system in your car.
Assuming your car is like mine (a toy ) but still needs to be usable so that you & the tribe can go away to a show without
the need of a support vehicle fleet, then this article should help you achieve it.

Planning : What do you want?
Something that makes a noise that could be considered music ?
Something that could just perhaps win awards in SQ (Sound Quality) competitions and sounds awesome
regardless ??
Something that will shake your teeth loose in SPL (Sound Pressure Level) competition and probably
sounds awesome from across the carpark ? ( These systems often sound very screechy when you are
up close because they are designed to get loud, very loud and quite often use stadium speakers etc.)
If it is the first one you are after then turn the pages and move on to the next magazine article, because there is no
helping you. If it is the second, then read on, because that is what this article is all about, however if it is the third then
this article is only just the beginning.

These two photos are from my young blokes Statesman. It too is a SQ system but he had a go at SPL just to find out and produced just
short of 140dB. You ought to see under the floor, there are two dedicated batteries, meters of cable and a digital TV tuner just for a
start. Looks great but not quite as usable as the system in the S Series

How much money do you want to spend?
This can be tricky and can get out of hand very quickly. As an example, my system components alone cost just a touch
under $6,000 and then there’s that much again in custom speaker pods, cable etc. Ultimately, the better quality
equipment and components you buy, the better quality system you get. For example, a good midrange head unit,
speakers and maybe a sub and amp will cost you somewhere between $1,200 - $1,500, which includes good quality
cabling. Then you need to ask yourself how much you are going to use it, and do you need a dedicated power source just
for the stereo ?

How far do you want to go?

Well, again this can get out of hand really quickly – particularly if
you enter the odd audio comp and the feedback from the judges tells you that you are almost there and
a few changes here and there could make all the difference.
Recently I was advised that I need to get my sound higher – which ended up being three days’ work building a set of
custom speaker pods for the tweeters using the original dash end caps on the S Series. End result was “Wow what a
difference” - really looking forward to the next competition to hear the judges’ comments!
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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(Continued from page 14)

The picture on the right is my recent creation. It’s amazing
what an old S Series dash cap, an old singlet and some fibreglass resin can create.

Installing it all : Getting started
NOTE: Please remember this article is written for my install, and therefore my requirements, so you need to take that
into account. Also, I have a lot of gear (listed at the end of the article), and again that needs to be taken into account.
So, you have worked out what you want, and managed to (or Management
has) put some sort of limits on how far you go. You have purchased the gear
and are ready to install it all. Now is when the fun begins. Marty and I spent
nearly all of the first day placing the two 10” subwoofers, a 1.0 Farrad Capacitor, 3 batteries ( 1 for starting and 2 dedicated audio ) and 3 amps in various
locations in the boot, until we were confident it would all fit.
Next day, we started to make sure the sub enclosures would be big enough,
and that there would be still room to put some stuff in the boot for a weekend
away. Oh, and still have room for a spare wheel. After that, it was the boot lid
– where we fitted a 19” LED digital TV and a dedicated DVD video system.
Once the planning was done, we set to work building the enclosures, amp rack
etc. I won’t go into detail here, simply because I could fill this entire magazine
with just this article, but it took almost 10 days and a lot of 12mm MDF and
fibreglass.
With the boot sorted it was time to install the head unit. Now my dash had
been butchered years ago so we built a custom panel to install the head unit in
– there’s another day gone. This panel also supports the reversing camera screen and associated switches etc. With that
sorted we then built the custom pods for the front stage (front speakers) – yep another 5 days

Now to the rear stage ( rear
speakers ). My car is on L.P.G, so
that means there is a bloody great
gas tank underneath the rear
parcel shelf, so the 6”x 9” rear
stage had to go into a custom built
parcel shelf using some 12mm and
6mm MDF, a set of very ugly plastic
speaker spacers and again, lots a
fibreglass – and another 5 days.
Finally we set to the boot lid. A
full custom panel was made from
3mm MDF. Then in the centre we
installed a roof mount swing down
arm with a 19” Krogan LED TV.

R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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A custom mount with a Pioneer DVD receiver head unit was also installed into this panel. The DVD player is connected
via RCA to the head unit in the dash and video output streams to all 4 screens. There is also a pair of 4” speakers
mounted in custom made pods – another 7 days.

Cabling
This is probably the most important part of the whole process
because if you cheap out on the cable then nothing works
properly. On the left rear side I have the starting battery with 2
gauge battery cable via a manual kill switch to the starter.
From this battery I also have a 4 gauge cable via 100amp circuit
breakers and Voltage Sensitive relay (VSR) connecting to two
(wired in parallel) Optima D34 Yellow top batteries on the right
hand side.
These batteries have Aero Gold terminals with 2 gauge cable to
earth, then 2 gauge cable via an 80amp circuit breaker to the
capacitor and then 4 gauge cable out to each of the amps.
Three sets of Stinger RCA cables go from the
head unit in the dash, one pair to the front
stage, one pair to the rear stage and one pair
to the sub - woofer. The front and rear stages
share 1 amp, the subwoofers are on a
separate 1 amp. The rear stage is then split
to a 3rd amp which is there just for two 4”
speakers in the boot lid. Another set of
Stinger RCA cables go from the rear head
unit to the front head unit. Then video RCA
cable is split from the boot head unit to the
screen in the boot and to a video signal
booster mounted under the driver’s seat.
From here the signal is pushed to the
headrest, dash and lineout. All the speakers
(excluding subs) are cabled with Titan 12
gauge cable whilst the subs are connected
via 10 gauge. The cabling took almost 4 days
to complete.

Duel Optima D34 batteries, 80 and 150 amp circuit breakers and
Line in\Line out

Primary head
unit

Pioneer DEH 80RS

Front Stage

Eclipse SC6000 6.6” Splits in custom made pods

Rear Stage

Liner Series 6 “ x 9” 3 way in custom made parcel shelf

Boot fill

Soundstream SST4.0 4” 2 way in custom made pods

Subwoofers

Eclipse SW7000 10” in custom made boxes

Amplifiers
Cabin

Eclipse XA4200

Subs

Eclipse XA4200

Rear fill

Eclipse EA4200

DVD head unit

Pioneer DVH-P435UB

Screens
Boot

Krogan 19” Widescreen 12 volt digital TV

Cabin

Option Audio 7” headrest screens in both front seats and 7”
screen mounted in the dash which supports a reversing
camera

The system has an AV line-in so it can accept
both inbound audio and video signals. It has
a line - out for outbound video and audio
signals as well and is also fitted with an FM
Signal modulator which allows any vehicle
with an FM radio to tune in on FM 97.7.

Additional
Components

NESIA 4 way video booster
AEROPRO 2 Channel line driver. The system is capable of
receiving\delivering audio and video from\to other systems
(multi-vehicle hookup)
(Model) FM transmitter (audio only multi-vehicle hookup)

Bruce Bull

Power Source

Dedicated duel Optima D34 Yellow top batteries and 1.0
Farad capacitor. 100 amp alternator and VSR
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Grandpa & Grandma MONEY.
“CONGRATULATIONS” go out to proud Grandparents Colin & Pamela
Money, on the arrival of their newest Grandchild PAIGE EDEE BRITTEN.
Paige was born on the 22nd August 2014 weighing in at a healthy 7
pounds 10 ounces, to her happy parents Kirstie (Cols daughter) and Gareth
Britten.

From everyone in the Club,
Congratulations to the Moneys
and the Brittens.

“It’s ALIVE.....” By Peter Morthen
Recently, after much verbal abuse , constant harassing phone calls and pathetic amounts of begging, I decided
to help Vince try and get his old “rattler” running. God knows, the poor thing deserves to get finished by the
end of the next millennium.
So, one Saturday I rocked up to his doorstep, and said “C’mon......I’ve got a spare hour”. We hurtled down to
where his black S Series lie dorment in a state of unfinished, unloved and uncleaned slumber, and decided to at
least get the bugger running - or die trying (hopefully that last part applied to Vince, not me).
So, after much fiddling with dodgy wiring, holding the car in place with no brakes, and making sure it was in
neutral (because the cable is broken), we checked that oil was in the motor, and began the process of starting
this lifeless beast. Possibly the biggest hurdle was the fact Vince couldn’t remember where the keys were, and
our second that we didn’t have any petrol, but you don’t let little things like that stand in your way. You try and
hot wire the car, and steal the
neighbours 4 stroke petrol tin. In any
case, after numerous attempts the
completely empty fuel lines finally
supplied the fuel, and the beast roared
to life.......for the first time in 8 years.
Vince had a grin like a split watermelon.
Now if only we could get the rest of it
done.
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Places We’ve Been.....
John & Lennette Sullivan.
One thousand kilometres to Toukley and return.
Friday we met up with Col, Craig, Tony and
Mary at Hornsby. It was a nice cruise up the
freeway with three R’s and one “S”. Craig’s “S”
series stood out in its crimson glory amongst
the R’s and all the moderns.
The Hunter Valley Clubs Saturday run was to a
powder coating business and then on to a sand
blasting place for morning tea, where the
owners gave us some insight into the secrets of
their trade, which was most interesting. Then it
was off to the Mangrove Mountain Golf Club
for lunch where we met up with Tony and
Mary who were in their first outing in their recently restored black “R” Series. What a lovely
car. This man is a perfectionist, so I take my hat off to you, Tony.
Saturday night the Club put on a spit roast dinner, which was most enjoyable.
On Sunday it was time for the Show ‘n’ Shine, where our club had around ten vehicles on display. At around 2
pm we said our goodbyes and headed off.
We must thank the Hunter Valley Club for a marvellous couple of days. This is what all two day shows should
be like. Keep up the good work. We are looking forward to next year to do it all over again.

Sully
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FOR SALE - AP5 / 6 Valiant
The following “For Sale” ad was submitted by John and Sue Pulo. Anyone that knows the Pulo’s know that the cars they own are excellent examples of how to do a car “properly” - this car being a trophy winner at the N.S.W All Chrysler Day. Listed below are all the
details they have supplied.
Rego No.:

SGP 238. (Plates not transferable)

Eng. Size :

225cu.in. / 3.7ltr.

Engine No. :

TP24225

Mileage :

55,800km's since re-build in 2004

Body No.:

AP5 4 H 1425

Colour :

Light Turquoise Metallic.

Fuel :

LPG and Petrol.

Wheels :

16” x 7” BSA Chrome Mags

Brakes :

Front disc brakes, fully power assisted. All checked and certified by an RTA
Engineer at the time of re-build.

Transmission :

Original Chrysler 904 Torqueflite fully rebuilt in 2008.

Steering :

VE Valiant power steering box and pump, fitted to make driving a little easier
for Sue. Checked and certified by an RTA Engineer at the time of re- build.

Custom Items :

Sunvisor. Left and right weather shields. Door trims. Centre console. Boot /
Trunk area. Stereo. Rear venetian. CL bucket seats Seat belts fitted. Extractors
fitted. External door mirrors.

Security:

Mongoose Alarm fitted.

Recently :

Ball joints and tyres replaced approximately 18 months ago.

PRICE :

$ 24,500

CONTACT : John Pulo - 02 9790 6286

For Sale - “S” Series V8 Project
Car is in very good shape, - bead blasted at least 18 years ago with small sections of rust cut out, and a couple of others still to go.
Comes with the following : 273cu in V8, with the matching Auto / console from VC Valiant.
Would make the perfect project, especially as it is all set up to make an S Series V8 - k frame, steering box etc. Has disc front end of
VG. For those that remember, this is the old “BLUFIN” car. Has all exterior trim, running gear, needs interior (roof lining, seats, door
trims etc.)

Asking $5,300 neg.
For more information.......Contact : John or Sue 9790 6286
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FOR SALE - S Series Valiant
Hi Everyone,
Below are some photos of my Beige S Series. I have decided to sell it as I have bought a second S Series in my
ideal colour - green.
I want to focus on completing a ground up restoration on the green car, including a full engine rebuild, and
have decided to sell the beige S to fund this. Briefly, the car is very original except for a respray which was done
by the previous owner. It has full NSW registration till December. It is - of course - push button auto, has a
strong motor, and it has just been professionally serviced. The interior is red and in original condition.
It is exceptionally straight but has some minor rust issues. If anyone is interested, please contact me on
0421 649 704. Other pictures can be supplied on request.

Price : $ 9,000
Regards,
Peter Cipollone

Last Minute Stuff
Peter Morthen
Speedo Cables Price Correction.
OK.....firstly, in the last issue I apparently quoted the WRONG price for complete speedo
cables (inner & outer cables). The correct price is in fact $ 120.00, and NOT $ 140 as
printed. Colin Money wasted no time in calling me and absolutely “giving it to me” down
the phone line (actually, he simply asked would I mind changing it).
Magazine Articles
As always, a huge “THANK YOU” to all those that sent me articles for the magazine. A couple of stories I am
actually leaving over till next issue, but many thanks go out to Pat Keane, John & Lenette Sullivan, Mike Sidney,
Bruce Bull, Paul McCurley, Chantal Sneddon, Ray Scott and John & Sue Pulo.
Ray has been in the Club a short time, yet has provided us with a great read in the last 3 issues about the story
of Chrysler, whilst Pat Keane from Wagga sent me a simple write up on what’s happening with his car. You may
not be someone who goes to all (or any) of the Club Runs, or you might live a thousand miles from
Sydney.......it doesn’t matter. We would love to hear of any events you may have attended, or what’s
happening with your car - no matter what shape it’s in, or how modified or original it is. Even a simple picture
of your car by itself or with you in it.
It really helps put together an interesting read for all members.
R & S Series Valiant Car Club of NSW
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Minutes - General Meeting – 4th August, 2014
Meeting Opened:

8:00 pm chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick

Members Present:

Colin Kenny-Levick, Paul McCurley, John & Sue Pulo, Bob Nix, Colin Money, Bob Thompsen,
David Smith, Craig Downes, Ray Scott, Charles Dimech, Bev Mullins, Kostas Mihail and George
Skondrianos

Apologies:

Peter Morthen, and Warwick & Jan Nicklin

Minutes 07/07/14:

Minutes of the previous meeting were read by Paul, accepted on the motion of Colin M, seconded by Ray

Treasurer’s Report:

Emailed by Warwick showed a credit balance of $11,304.85 at 31/07/14 after income of $105.09
and expenses of $636.81. (Cheque account – $3,271.78, Term deposit $5,806.64, National Rally
A/C $7,728.58). Colin K-L advised a discrepancy of $470.00 was found but is believed to be the
deposit of Poker Run funds. Report was accepted on the motion of Craig and seconded by Sue

Membership Report:

Membership stands at 62 plus 4 life members, making a total of 66. Renewals are due at the end
of the month

Correspondence In:

Receipt from Brian Wunsch Centre for $111.60 for July, Aug, Sept meeting room hire
2 Rally entry forms from David & Jean Barnes from Queensland (cheque $360)
Peter Lyle & Jennifer Sadler from Queensland (direct deposit $145)
Request from John Pulo to use club car on Saturday 27 September 2014
Shannons Melbourne Auction 21st July 2014
Matters of the Mount July 2014 newsletter from Mount Panorama

Magazines In:

R & S Club of Victoria – July 2014

Corres. Out:

Membership renewals

Editor’s Report:

Craig advised he would write a report on the Wake Run weekend

CMC Report:

Volunteers required for Eastern Creek Display Day

ACD Report:

Colin K-L to volunteer club for pedestrian gate. Swap sites available $20

Events Report:

10 cars plus 1 modern attended Breakfast at Maroubra/Inspection Run.
Cars attended the Wake Run Show & Shine with other members attended other events over the
weekend. Approximately 110 cars attended in total. Craig needs numbers for Willoughby Street
Parade Saturday 6th September.
Christmas Party to be moved to 23rd November.
Craig is seeking suggestions for next year’s events calendar.
Next Run Eastern Creek Display Day 17th August

Club Plates:

All cars have renewed. Tony Borg is now on club plates. John has requested use of his car for a
wedding on 27th & 28th September. Approved by meeting, Paul to forward Letter of Approval

Spare Parts:

Sales of $70 in parts this month. Speedo cables now in stock. Inner/outer unit $120 or inner only
$45. Dome light covers have been ordered and Torqueflite badges now in stock

General Business:

Norm William’s wife Dawn passed away after long illness. Sue organized flowers on behalf of the
club and Norm thanked the members for their wishes

National Rally:

Committee meeting to be planned for October

Next Meeting:

Monday, 1st September, 2014 at 8:00 pm

Meeting Closed:

9.00pm
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Minutes - General Meeting – 1st September, 2014
Meeting Opened:

8:03 pm chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick

Members Present:

Colin Kenny-Levick, Paul McCurley, John & Sue Pulo, Charles Dimech, Kostas Mihail, Colin
Money, Barrie Osborn, Bob Thompsen, David Smith, Bob Nix, and Ray Scott

Apologies:

Warwick & Jan Nicklin, Peter Morthen, Peter Rout and Tony Borg

Minutes 04/08/14:

Previous Minutes read by Paul, accepted Colin Money, 2nd Barrie Osborn

Treasurer’s Report:

Colin K-L - balance $11,844.95 at 31/08/14 after income of $1,422.59 and expenses of $53.00

Membership Report:

Membership stands at 19 plus 4 life members, making a total of 23, with further membership
renewals still arriving. John Leahy resigned his membership due to having sold his car

Correspondence In:

18 membership renewal forms and cheques for $50 from Joe Birtles, Gary Conyers, Paul Devine,
Don Elkin, Graham & Lee Farneli, Bruce & Bev Fleming, Tony & Toni Goninan, Patrick Keys, John
Lambkin, Robert & Judy Layard, Barrie & Lorna Osborn, Ziggy Osiadacz, Des Radburn, Peter
Semple, John Stojanovic, Neville Telford, Robert Thomsen, Neil Willett.
4 membership renewal forms advising $50 direct deposits to club bank account from Richard &
Lynette Craig, Pat Keane, Bob & Doreen Petty, Paul Turner.
3 Rally entry forms from Lionel & Helen Baker from Queensland (cheque $325)
Les & Kaye Johnson from South Australia (cheque $365 and photo)
Ken & Jeanne Walters from Queensland (cheque $600 less $290 to be refunded)
Public liability insurance renewal from OAMPS Insurance Brokers - $419.10 due 1/10/2014
Shannons Sydney Auction on Monday 25th August 2014
Linnwood Heritage Estate at Guildford – phone 9840 9840
Australis Retreat at Wisemans Ferry – phone 45 600 500
Wine Country Motor Inn at Cessnock – phone 4993 2999
Touring with Altitude from Cooma Visitors Centre – phone 1800 636 525

Magazines In:

R & S Club of Victoria – August 2014
Queensland R & S Club – September-October 2014
Chrysler Restorers' Club – August 2014
Chrysler & Valiant Owners' Association – Sept-Oct-Nov 2013 and Dec 2013-Jan-Feb 2014
Dodge Owners' Club – July-August-September 2014
Albury-Wodonga Chrysler Club – July 2014

Corro Out :

Letter to John Pulo—wedding car approval.

ACD Report:

Colin K-L to volunteer club for pedestrian gate. Swap sites available $20

Events Report:

6 cars attended the very wet Eastern Creek Display Day
Next Run Willoughby Street Fair 6th September
Regals Mopar Only Swap meet 21st September
CAVOA Berrima Run 21st September

Club Plates:

Letter of approval sent to John Pulo to use his car for a wedding

Spare Parts:

Sales of $47.50 in parts this month

General Business:

Tony Borg’s mother passed away during the month, and Vince Fuda had four relatives pass away.
Sue to organize condolence cards from the club.
Colin and Pamela Money have a new granddaughter.
John Leahy advised he has parts for sale that he no longer needs

Next Meeting:

Monday, 6th October, 2014 at 8:00 pm

Meeting Closed:

8.47 pm
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